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Historically, the social systems of Southeast Asian countries started to transform 
towards modern modes because of the invasions of Western colonizers, and all walks 
of the societies including the financial systems were apparently affected by those of 
Western countries. Then with the functioning of foreign financial institutions, a brand 
new financial framework was set up gradually, forming the origin shapes of local 
modern investment banks. After dozens of years’ development, investment banks 
merged in those relatively well developed countries, and the number grew as the 
number of countries acquired independences after the World War Ⅱgrew. Finally, the 
investment banks in Southeast Asian countries have become more mature, and have 
formed a relatively independent system of investment banking. 
Because of the unbalanced social and economical levels, the operation 
capabilities and scales of investment banks in Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, 
Indonesia and Philippines differ from each other. In recent 30 years, the East Asia 
experienced fast development of economy, and the above five countries all adopted 
investment-banking oriented policies, made according to the national features, to 
promote the development of local investment banking. Thus great achievements have 
been made since then. The experience of those countries in developing investment 
banks is meaningful to China, for it helps us understand the development status of 
their economies and provides assistances for the development of economy and finance 
in our country. 
On the base of domestic and foreign related researches, this paper analyses the 
histories, the current conditions, and the measures to promote the development of 
Southeast Asian countries’ investment banking, and concludes the modes and features 
of them afterwards. Then, objective predictions of the future trends are given in this 
paper after comparative study of the main businesses and the communication and 
cooperation experiences of those investment banks. Besides that, this paper also 
discusses the way China should adopt to develop investment banking of our own, and 
put forward some practical suggestions for the Investment banks’ prosperity in China. 
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